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Males and Females Sharing Duties 

 
 
Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 

� : ب� داب& F&دي ، داب& C،  & آB8&و5A @! ا#?<= دی&#:، & آ81*567و ذاك آ011*ل ان  -, ا#+#* و ا#'&%� أ#! ه!  �

� و  & یG8H . و ی01*لIزی+K#5 دا7= اA+Kی &  LLL ,-  ش+N7&  *#+#ا Cاو +%OP18آ Q8ت ب&رآ&I0# و +Aو&B1ی !IBی LLL

�O ات&ي. T*رB8آ Q8I  &7+ی !I0V'8آ &Aات&ي،ا O�B8آ !?�I  ,-  Q8.  ی'Z ا#X0Y و ی*یO آ& Q86، آW6H8 7+ی& آ8

و `0V&تI! اوC وح* ا#�Oة أ#! آ&A^ ['K&تQ   !I 7+ت! آG8H8 #<*ا  واح*،Q'A @! ا#*ار آK8+ن 7+ی&یK+ن وح*] 

 Qدی&F &Iآ Q'A ^T+#ا aPA !@ا#+ا#* و ا#+ا#*ة W  +%OYA دي&F و +%OYAO8>N#7+ی& ا O8F bcب O8F !IBو ی  . &Ad@

 �B#&eل #:ب&ش+cA  +%OYA دي&F Q'A f��و ا#�& و آ18c6@  !@ hPV8: ه&ز ا#HN= و ه&ز ا#PV&ف ،ا#*ارو ت�b6 @!  ا#

0� #Y+ی& اA&ه+ شI:.  یIB! و بjA ^8c'&ك یfloor!IBاCرض یIB! @! لlI#&ت!، ب+Y#    !F !@ *ح b1ن ح+Kی &

 they won’t do ، آc8+ل #C q،ا & إC آQ'A &I حmاهf.  آ8�1�+ بK= ش!LLL they take care  ص&@!ا#*ار هf ی&mFو

that .C &داب QK# ی01*ل ،و O8F داب& ب*ا !IBی0*او ی01*#+ ی tای+'# LLL ال،&Bا#+#* آ0*ا ی  !@ +Aو&B8آ ^I0#ون @! ا

�Iزی+K#ا، :Aا ,-  +Aو&B18ات آO� &هO @! اA& را%= `�1! . یOHف و ی*یO ح&%� و ه! دیO ح&%� و آG8H8 بuB ا#

آG8H8 ا#�&آ6� و آ= را%= 7&1#! #�&  & آ5A+K1 @! ا#*ار ه+  ،ا#'+تا#G8H یIB! 7,ص اذا آ&ن ش! ح&%� دی&ل 

�Oا و ا#Oا%=یLLL !IB آ&یQ ا#'�* w آ&یQ ذاك اB1#&ون  & بQ8 . ش!#، Q'A !IB8-&ل ی  Zlاب !IBی  O8F يm5 ه#+cA & 

 �� @! ا#*یOFQبش! ح&%Iي آ&یmن هC &I86` �8 .,l#ة و ا,N#س+ل `86: اO#ا !IBوی&B8آ&ن آ !IBزواج م یCن ا

  ...دی&#:

  }تO8F }86B وا[| {:ن

 -, @! هmا ...  اوetiquetteC اوC الprotocolآ&یQ ال@ LLL�mي ح&%� یIB! و آQ'A +#+cI  یIB! ،آ&ن آ6Y8! :ب

� اCه1�&م ب�& و ذا ا#8l&رة ،اC ح= #Xو%1: ا#0&ب دی&ل ا#H+ +ب8=ا#+T^ ان ا#Oا%= �T ش . را] ذا&P8آ b0I#ا &A*8س Q'A

� آ&A^ آ?�&` &I ا ^A&ن&N'#ا Cاو =�V#ا Q  6{ @+قH56،تcBA &  ، !ه ^A&ن و آ&N'#ة اO8>ص !IBة یO8NT، 

 bI'+ ت�دی&#: ب&ش رآ0&تو @ O��#ا b6` ت&PTاآ-. و Qم و آ&ی&�Q  O هmا ال LL یIB! واش آ&یQ اآ-Q  O هmا اCه1

5Iأة؟  & آ&یO�6# Qا#*ی bH` !#أ ��8c#اف دی&ل . اX#&ب !IBی!IBی tراه& %&ت   أ#!#'+ای Q8Il#ا W  يmه Q'A +#+cIآ

&I#&دی Qا#*ی Q  و ه! راه& %&ت،Qا#*ی !@ &A*I` [را  .     

 
 

English translation: 

  
B: The thing that has started to change is the idea that the boy cannot help with the house 
duties. Now, things have changed. The boys cannot be in the kitchen to cook when the 
girls are watching TV – they should help each other. What I really like is that my brother 
makes tea and gets bread and all that. Also, if one of us is not at home, one of my 
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brothers would cook lunch. One time something happened, which made me laugh and I 
really liked it at the same time. We were going out with my parents and only my small 
brother was staying at home. So, when I was about to leave and told him that we were 
leaving and he should take care of the house, I found him with a bucket and a mop 
mopping the floor. I found it very funny and I started to laugh because, when my sisters 
and I leave the house, my brothers take very good care of it, but when we are there, they 
would never do anything. Nowadays things have changed: the boy would help the girl in 
the kitchen and with other duties. For example, my aunt’s husband is an expert in 
cooking, especially fish dishes. So, whenever my aunt is out, he is the one to cook and do 
other things. Alhamdulillah1, today there is that collaboration between men and women. 
It is not something new; it has been in our religion for a long time. The prophet (peace be 
upon him) used to help his wives.  
N: [Inaudible comment] 
B: These days, there are these protocols that, for example, when a man opens the car door 
for his wife, it means that he is taking very good care of her. In the prophet’s time, his 
wife Aisha was very short and once she wanted to ride a horse. So, the prophet bent down 
and she used his back to get on the horse. It is unfortunate that there is very little of the 
attention and value that Islam has given women. There are many things that we wonder 
where they came from, but they are from our religion. 
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1 Alhamdulillah: Thank God (literally: “Praise Allah”): An Arabic expression used in a variety of contexts, 
but most often to express thankfulness for or an awareness of grace in any good thing. 


